
The thinking of a true and dedicated ARTEEian Sh. M.K.Thakuri,  
SEA, LPT Darjeeling in Social Media on acts of some Ex.leaders. 

 

 

First Post 
 
[25/03, 11:13 PM] Mani Thakuri: My opinion is that if the leaders can't do their job 
honestly, they can be replaced by election but forming another association is a 
great insult to the dream, vision & sacrifice of our Founder Members. I am dead 
against it & strongly condemn to such idea of division of 50 years old association 
because my conscience as a grass root member thinks that Diveded we fall, 
United we stand as taught by our leaders. What about the Slogans of our leaders, 
"Long Live ARTEE, Long Live Unity" ? - M.K.Thakuri, ARTEE Unit, LPT  Darjeeling 
 

Second Post  
 
[27/03, 02:59 PM] Mani Thakuri: As a True Arteeiens I feel proud to express that I 
blame No Body have sympathy & pity for leaving us...yes  misunderstandings can 
happen in any Organisation & also there is always a possible solution through a 
peaceful dialogue but not by leaving the field cowardly. Only losers can leave...! 
The idea of bifurcation of 50 Yrs. old association reminds me a story of Kalidas. 
The principle of a true democratic mind is resignation as a protest of complaint in 
any organization (political or apolitical) & its only solution is Election for new 
office bearers but never a division. The leaders of Zonal & Central have forgotten 
that they are trusted  representatives as elected by many grass root members 
who not only serve the Kendras in Cities & Towns but also in remote Kendras. 
Before election, the so called leaders only talked about Unity & Welfares, so, we 
trusted them & elected as our leaders. OMG, now, "How can they talk about this 
non-sense of division, ?" Our right to vote we made them leaders, now as our 
right to express we ask them, "Why the opinion from each grass -root member 
was not sough before forming another association & its purpose & necessity,?" 
This idea of madness only made bureaucrats happy & gave them a reason to 
laugh at us. ...! Finally, cutting a weak branch of 50 yrs. old matured Tree  (symbol 
of love, identity & unity of our farsighted beloved Founder Members & those true 
leaders who sacrificed their lives for the welfare and common goals ) is like 
taking a single drop of water from the Ocean...! Long Live ARTEE Long Live 
Unity.....!  
 
M.K.Thakuri ARTEE Unit LPT Darjeeling. 

 

Thakuri Ji, We in Central Office of ARTEE 
are thankful that you have shown mirror to 

many. 
 

Central Office 


